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Abstract
Consider a formula that contains n variables with the form =2∧3, where 2 is an instance
of 2-SAT containing m2 2-clauses and 3 is an instance of 3-SAT containing m3 3-clauses. 
is an instance of (2 + f(n))-SAT if m3=(m2 + m3)6f(n). We prove that (2 + f(n))-SAT is
in P if f(n) = O(log n=n2), and in NPC if f(n) = 1=n2−(∀: 0¡¡ 2). Most interestingly,
we give a candidate, (2 + (log n)k =n2)-SAT (k¿ 2), for natural problems in NP−NPC−P
(denoted as NPI) with respect to this (2 + f(n))-SAT model. We prove that the restricted
version of it is not in NPC under P = NP. Actually, it is indeed in NPI under some
stronger but plausible assumption, speci7cally, the exponential-time hypothesis.
? 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In 1975, Lander had shown that there exist some languages in NP–NPC–P (de-
noted as NPI) under the assumption P = NP [8]. But the language constructed
there is not a natural one because the construction needs to run all Turing machines.
So far, no natural problems have been proven to be in NPI under P = NP and
7nding such a natural problem is considered an important open problem in complex-
ity theory [13,4]. The problems of graph isomorphism GI and factoring, which were
suggested by Karp, are regarded as two most likely candidates [13,4].
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The satis7ability problem of Boolean formula (SAT) has played a central role in
the 7eld of computational complexity theory. It is the 7rst NP-complete problem.
And up to now, all known algorithms to 7nd a solution for 3-SAT require exponential
time in problem size in the worst case. In practice, the time complexity of the fastest
algorithm for 3-SAT is ( 43 )
n, where n is the variable number in the formula [14]. It
is also an important open question whether sub-exponential time algorithms exist. The
plausibility of such a sub-exponential time algorithm for 3-SAT was investigated in
[5], using sub-exponential time reduction. It was shown there that linear size 3-SAT is
complete for the class SNP (strict NP) with respect to such reduction. It implies
that if there exists a sub-exponential time algorithm for 3-SAT then all the languages
in SNP can be decided in sub-exponential time. Note that some well-studied prob-
lems, such as k-SAT, k-colorability, for any k¿ 3, and so on, have been proven to
be SNP-complete. In light of both the practical and theoretical supports, Impagli-
azzo and Paturi introduced the exponential-time hypothesis (ETH) for 3-SAT: 3-SAT
does not have a sub-exponential-time algorithm [6]. Although ETH is stronger than
NP = P, it is still quite reasonable. In recent advances of cryptography, many im-
portant cryptographic primitives and protocols were constructed under the ETH for the
one-way functions: DLP or RSA, e.g., veri7able pseudorandom functions [9], veri7able
pseudorandom generator [3] and resettable zero-knowledge arguments systems forNP
[2,10] and so on.
On the other hand, recently there has been growth of interests to study the link
between the hardness of computational complexity of decision problems and the phase
boundaries in physical systems [1,12]. It was observed that, similar to physical systems,
across certain phase boundaries dramatic changes occur in the computational diLculty
and solution character. NP-complete problems become easier to solve away from the
boundary and the hardest problems occur at the phase boundary [7,12].
To understand the onset of exponential complexity that occurs when going from a
problem in P(2-SAT) to a problem that is NP-complete (3-SAT), the (2 + p)-SAT
model was introduced in [11,12], where p is a constant and 06p6 1. An instance
of 2 + p-SAT is a formula with m clauses, of which (1− p)m contain two variables
(2-clauses) and pm contain three variables (3-clause). 2+p-SAT smoothly interpolates
between 2-SAT (p=0) and 3-SAT (p=1) when the instances are generated randomly.
The median computation cost scales linearly with n (the number of variables) when
p¡p0 and exponentially for p¿p0, where p0 lies between 0.4 and 0.416 [12].
However, for the worst-case complexity, (2+p)-SAT isNP-complete for any constant
p, p¿ 0 [12,1].
In this work, we further explore the worst-case complexity boundary of P andNPC
when p is further reduced (not a constant but a function of n). Somewhat surprisingly,
such an extension allows us to suggest another candidate for natural problems inNPI
under NP = P. In fact, we present a natural problem in NPI under ETH. In
Section 2, we present the necessary de7nitions and the related important properties for
our study. In Section 3, we present a candidate for natural problems in NPI and
prove it not in NPC under NP = P. In Section 4, we prove it is not in P under
ETH. We conclude with discussions in Section 5.
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2. Properties of (2 + f (n))-SAT
In this section, we introduce the (2 + f(n))-SAT model. We are mainly concerned
with the boundary of f(n) that separates the problems between P and NPC.
Let  is an formula and denoted || as the number of clauses in . We introduce
the de7nition of (2 + f(n))-SAT:
Denition 2.1 ((2+f(n))-SAT). Consider a formula which contains n variables and m
clauses with the form =2 ∧3, where 2 is an instance of 2-SAT which contains
m2 2-clauses, and 3 is an instance of 3-SAT which contains m3 3-clauses. An instance
of (2 + f(n))-SAT is one satisfying the condition
|3|
|| =
m3
m
=
m3
m2 + m3
6f(n):
Throughout the paper, we restrict our discussion to instances with f(n) = |3|=||.
Indeed, all our claims hold if they hold under this restriction. Note that m26 4n22,
m36 8n33, n26 2m2, n36 3m3, n6 3m, and that the variables which appear in 2
may appear in 3, and vice versa, i. e., n6 n2 + n36 2n.
Theorem 2.1. For any constant k ¿ 0, (2 + k log n=n2)-SAT is in P.
Proof. Consider any instance of (2+ k log n=n2)-SAT (k ¿ 0), a formula =2 ∧3,
where m3=(m2 + m3) = k log n=n2. We get
m3 =
k log nm2
n2 − k log n6
km2 log n+ k log n
n2
6
(k4n2 + k) log n
n2
=
(
4k +
k
n2
)
log n6 5k log n:
Note that the variables which appear in 2 may appear in 3, and vice versa. For
the 5k log n variables which appear in 3, we can enumerate all the at most n5k truth
assignments and then for each truth assignment we can determine 2 in polynomial
time of n, and thus the (2 + k log n=n2)-SAT (k¿ 0) is in P.
Claim 1. Given n variables, we can construct a satis2able formula , where  is an
instance of 2-SAT and ||6 32n2 − 32n.
Proof. We construct 2-clauses as follows: ( 12n
2− 12n) clauses with the form (xi∨xj)(i =
j; 16 i; j6 n), (n2−n) clauses with the form (xi∨@ xj), (i = j; 16 i; j6 n). From all
these 2-clauses, we select k; 16 k6 32n
2 − 32n, clauses to construct the formula  we
need, then  is satis7able when all these n variable are assigned the value “true”.
Theorem 2.2. (2 + 1n2− )-SAT (∀, 0¡¡ 2) is in NPC.
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Proof. We show that there is a many-one reduction from 3-SAT to (2 + 1n2− )-SAT
(0¡¡ 2). Let 3 be an instance of 3-SAT that contains n3 variables and m3
3-clauses. Without loss of generality, we assume that m3¿ 2. Then we add n2 = m
8=
3
new variables and using these new variables to construct a satis7able formula 2 which
contains m2 2-clauses.
Let m3=(m2 + m3) = 1=n2−(0¡¡ 2) then
m3
m2 + m3
=
1
n2−
¿
1
(n2 + n3)2−
;
m26 ((n2 + n3)2− − 1)m36 (n2 + n3)2−m36 (m8=3 + 3m3)2−m3:
But note that m3¿ 2, we get
(m8=3 + 3m3)
2m36
[
3
2
(m8=3 )
2 − 3
2
m8=3
]
(m3)8
=
(
3
2
n22 −
3
2
n2
)
m83
6
(
3
2
n22 −
3
2
n2
)
(m8=3 + 3m3)
:
That is,
m26 (m
8=
3 + 3m3)
2−m36
3
2
n22 −
3
2
n2 ⇒ m26 32n
2
2 −
3
2
n2:
The satis7able formula 2 can be constructed according to Claim 1.
Let  = 2 ∧ 3, then  is an instance of (2 + 1=n2−)-SAT (0¡¡ 2) and  is
satis7able if and only if 3 is satis7able.
Note that the above many-one reduction indeed can be constructed in polynomial
time of m3 (also in polynomial time of n3, since n36 3m3, m36 8n33).
Obviously, (2+1=n2−)-SAT (0¡¡ 2) is in NP, so the theorem does hold.
One open problem related to our (2 + f(n))-SAT model is:
Open problem. Does there exist some f(n), s.t. k log n=n2¡f(n)¡ 1=n2−, where
k¿ 0 and 0¡¡ 2, so that (2 + f(n))-SAT is in (NP–NPC)–P (denoted as
NPI) under the assumption P =NP?
Note that (2 + k log n=n2)-SAT is in P, k¿ 0 and (2 + 1=n2−)-SAT (0¡¡ 2) is
in NP-complete according to the above theorems.
Now, we give another candidate and also another open problem with regard to our
(2 + f(n))-SAT for natural problems in NPI under P =NP:
Open problem. In the (2 + f(n))-SAT model, is (2 + (log n)k =n2)-SAT (k¿ 2) in
(NP–NPC)–P under the assumption NP = P?
Note that k1 log n=n2¡ (log n)k =n2(k¿ 2)¡ 1=n2−, where k1¿ 0 and 0¡¡ 2.
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3. A candidate for natural problems inNPI underNP = P
Now, we give another candidate for natural problems in NPI under P = NP
which is a restricted version of (2 + (log n)k =n2)-SAT (k¿ 2). We will prove that it
is not NP-complete under the assumption P =NP. Actually, it is indeed in NPI
under some stronger but reasonable assumptions.
Theorem 3.1. In the (2 + f(n))-SAT model, if the variables which appear in 2 do
not appear in 3, and vice versa, then (2 + (log n)k =n2)-SAT is not in NPC under
the assumption NP = P, k¿ 2.
Proof. Clearly, this problem is inNP. We prove this theorem by showing that 3-SAT
cannot be reduced to (2 + (log n)k =n2)-SAT by many-one reduction, where k¿ 2.
Assume that there exists a many-one reduction(denoted as F) from 3-SAT to (2 +
(log n)k =n2)-SAT (k¿ 2). It means that for any instance of 3-SAT, a formula 0 which
contains n0 variables and m0 3-clauses, we can construct the F(0) which is an instance
of (2 + (log n)k =n2)-SAT (k¿ 2) in polynomial time of n0, where F(0) contains n
variables and m clauses, and F(0) is satis7able if and only if 0 is satis7able. Let
F(0) = 2 ∧ 3, where 2 is an instance of 2-SAT which contains m2 2-clauses
and n2 variables and 3 is an instance of 3-SAT which contains m3 3-clauses and n3
variables, then (log n)k =n2 = |3|=||= m3=m= m3=(m2 + m3), k¿ 2.
We consider the relation between m3 and m0 there are two cases:
Case 1: m3¿ m0.
Claim 2. m= m2 + m3 cannot be expressed as a polynomial of m3.
Proof (of Claim 2). Firstly, for suLciently large n, (log n)k =n2 = m3=m6 12 (i.e.
m¿ 2m3), where k¿ 2. Secondly,
m= m2 + m36 4n2 + m3 ⇒ n2¿ m− m34 :
Then, for suLciently large n, the following holds:
m3
m
=
(log n)k
n2
6
4(log 3m)k
m− m3
⇒ 4(log 3m)k¿m3m− m3m ¿
1
2
m3
⇒m¿ 1
3
2(
m3
8 )
1=k
:
According to Claim 2, in Case 1, we get the fact that m cannot be expressed as
a polynomial of m3, and since m3¿m0, so m also cannot be expressed as a poly-
nomial of m0 (of course m also cannot be expressed as a polynomial of n0 since
m06 8n30). Its absurd since the many-one reduction F(0) must be done in polynomial
time of n0.
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Case 2: m3¡m0. Since we assume F(0) can be constructed in polynomial time of
n0, then m2 must be expressed as P(n0), where P(·) is a polynomial. So, if m3¡m0 it
means that we can decrease the 3-clause number in 0 by adding P(n0) 2-clauses (by
imposing F on 0). However, note that we assume the variables which appear in 2
do not appear in 3, and vice versa, then we can impose F on 3, and so on. Repeat
the above process at most m0 times we can eliminate all 3-clauses in F(0) to get a
formula ′ and guarantee that ′ is satis7able if and only if F(0) is satis7able if and
only if 0 is satis7able, where ′ contains only 2-clauses and |′| is at most m0P(n0),
or at most 8n30P(n0), another polynomial of n0. This means that there exists a many-one
reduction from 3-SAT to 2-SAT, which contradicts our assumption P =NP.
So, from the arguments above, we can conclude that (2 + (log n)k =n2)-SAT (k¿ 2)
is not NP-complete under the assumption P =NP.
4. Can the candidate be in P?
In this section, we further show that the candidate presented in the previous section
is indeed in NPI under ETH.
Denition 4.1 (SE). A language L∈ SE if for any x∈L there exists an algorithm to 7nd
a y so that |y|6m(x) and R(x; y) in time poly(|x|)2m(x) for every 7xed , 1¿¿ 0,
where R is a polynomial time relation called the constraint, and m is a polynomial-time
computable and polynomial bounded complexity parameter.
Denition 4.2 (SERF). The sub-exponential reduction family SERF from A1 with pa-
rameter m1 to A2 with parameter m2 is de7ned as a collection of Turing reduction MA2 ,
such that for each , 1¿¿ 0:
(1) MA2 (x) runs in time at most poly(|x|)2m1(x).
(2) If MA2 (x) queries A2 with the input x
′, then m2(x′) =O(m1(x)) and |x′|= |x|O(1).
If such a reduction family exists, A1 is SERF-reducible to A2. If each problem in
SNP is SERF-reducible to a problem A; then A is SNP-hard under SERF-reduction.
And if A is also in SNP then we say A is SNP-complete under SERF-reductions.
Note that the SERF-reducibility is transitive, and, if (A1; m1) SERF-reduces to (A2; m2),
and (A2; m2)∈SE, then (A1, m1)∈SE [5].
Denition 4.3 (Strong many-one reduction). Let A1 be a problem with complexity pa-
rameter m1 and constraint R1 and A2 be a problem with complexity parameter m2 and
constraint R2. A many-one reduction f from A1 to A2 is called a strong many-one
reduction if m2(f(x)) = O(m1(x)). Strong many-one reduction is a special case of
SERF-reduction [5].
Lemma 4.1. 3-SAT with complexity parameter n, the number of variables, is SERF-
reducible to 3-SAT with complexity parameter m, the number of clauses [5].
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Lemma 4.2. 3-SAT is SNP-complete under SERF-reductions, with either clauses
or variables as the parameter [5].
Denition 4.4 (3-ESAT). 3-ESAT is a variant of 3-SAT, satisfying that in any instance
of 3-ESAT, say a formula , the clause number is equal to the number of variables
that appear in .
Claim 3. Given n (n¿ 5) variables, we can construct a satis2able formula  in poly-
nomial time of n, where  is an instance of 3-SAT and ||6 2n.
Proof. We construct 2n 3-clauses with the form xi∨xj∨xk , where 16 i; j; k6 n, i = j,
i = k, j = k. This can be done since there are C3n¿ 2n 3-clauses with such form.
Then we select k, 16 k6 2n, 3-clauses to construct the formula .  is satis7able
when all these n variables are assigned the value “true”.
Theorem 4.1. 3-ESAT is SNP-hard under SERF-reductions, with either clauses or
variables as the parameter. Consequently, 3-ESAT ∈ SE implies SNP ⊆ SE.
Proof. According to Lemma 4.1, Lemma 4.2 and the de7nition of strong many-one
reduction, we only need to show there exists a strong many-one reduction from 3-SAT
with m (the clause number) as complexity parameter to 3-ESAT with m as complexity
parameter.
For any given instance of 3-SAT, a formula 0 which contains n0 variables and
m0 clauses, we construct the many-one reduction, respectively, according to whether
m0¿n0 or not.
Firstly, if m0¿n0, we add 32 (m0 − n0) new variables and use them to construct a
formula 1 which contains 12 (m0 − n0) clauses, in which each of all those 32 (m0 − n0)
new variables appears once and only once. This means that 1 is always satis7able. Let
=1∧0 then we get the instance of 3-ESAT since m0+ 12 (m0−n0)=n0+ 32 (m0−n0),
and  is satis7able if and only if 0 is satis7able, and the reduction can be done in
polynomial time of n0.
Note that m0 + 12 (m0 − n0)¡ 2m0.
In the second case, we add n1 new variables, where n1=max{n0−m0; 5} and construct
a satis7able formula 1, with the size (n1 + n0 − m0). This can be done according to
Claim 3 since n1 + n0 − m06 2n1. Then similar to the 7rst case, let =1 ∧ 0, we
get the instance of 3-ESAT with parameter n1 + n0 and  is satis7able if and only if
0 is satis7able. Thus, the reduction is done in polynomial time of n0.
Note that
(n1 + n0 − m0) + m0 = max{2n0 − m0; 5 + n0}6max{5m0; 3m0 + 5}:
Then according to the properties of SERF-reduction, the theorem does hold.
From the above proof, it is also easy to see that 3-ESAT is also NP-complete.
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Denition 4.5 (ETH). De7ne s to be the in7mum of {: there exists an O(2n) algo-
rithm for solving 3-ESAT}. De7ne ETH for 3-ESAT to be that: s¿ 0. In other words,
3-ESAT does not have sub-exponential time algorithm.
Note that this hypothesis is stronger than NP = P but yet plausible according to
both theoretical and practical arguments presented in Section 1. Under this assumption,
we have the following result.
Theorem 4.2. In the (2 + f(n))-SAT model, if the variables which appear in 2 do
not appear in 3, and vice versa, then the (2 + (log n)k =n2)-SAT is indeed in NPI
under ETH for 3-ESAT, k¿ 2.
Proof. Consider the special case of (2+ (log n)k =n2)-SAT, where 3 is an instance of
3-ESAT and n3 = m3 = (log n)k and 2 is always satis7able. That is,
m3
m
=
m3
m2 + m3
=
(log n)k
n2
=
m3
(n2 + n3)2
;
m2 = (n2 + n3)2 − m36 (n2 + n3)2:
Note that n2 = n− n3 = n− (log n)k , n3 = (log n)k , for suLciently large n we get
(n2 + n3)26 32n
2
2 − 32n2:
This means the special case of (2 + (log n)k =n2)-SAT indeed exists according to
Claim 1.
Then for this special case of (2+ (log n)k =n2)-SAT (k¿ 2), 3 cannot be solved in
polynomial time of n under ETH for 3-ESAT since there are (log n)k variables in 3,
so does =2 ∧3 since the variables which appear in 2 do not appear in 3, and
vice versa.
Thus, (2+ (log n)k =n2)-SAT is indeed not in P under ETH for 3-ESAT, k¿ 2, and
according to theorem 3 the theorem does hold.
The more general case of (2+ (log n)k =n2)-SAT (k¿ 2), where the variables which
appear in 2 may appear in 3, and vice versa, is currently under investigation.
5. Remarks and conclusion
In this work, we study the boundary between P and NPC for the model of (2 +
p)-SAT when p is considered as a function of n, the number of variables in the
Boolean formula. The model allows us to obtain a natural problem in NPI under
the ETH assumption. It is an interesting open problem whether this can be further
shown to be in NPI under the weaker assumption NP = P.
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